Highly specific subcortical receptive field (RF) plasticity was found in the dorsal division of the guinea pig medial geniculate body during cardiac conditioning to a tonal frequency. There was increased response to the conditioned-stimulus (CS) frequency, and there were decreased responses to adjacent frequencies, especially at the pretraining best frequency (BF), which often resulted in a shift of tuning such that the CS became the new BF. Moreover, 1 hr later the effects were stronger, more sharply tuned, and centered on the CS frequency. A sensitization paradigm produced only broad, general increases of response across the RF. These findings reveal that the analysis of sensory RF dynamics is a valuable approach to understanding the neural mechanisms of information processing in learning and memory.
There are two widely used complementary approaches to the neurophysiology of learning and memory. Stimulus-response analysis attempts to determine the circuitry between a conditioned stimulus (CS) and a selected behavioral conditioned response (CR). The approach of adaptive information processing attempts to determine how the neural representation of a CS is altered as it acquires signal value, that is, predicts the occurrence of an unconditioned stimulus (US). Until recently, both approaches have largely concerned changes in neuronal excitability (e.g., increased or decreased responses to CSs).
Although changes in neuronal excitability permit the detection of associatively induced physiological plasticity at various times and in various regions of nervous systems, they do not distinguish between two qualitatively distinct neural processes: general versus specific modification of neuronal activity. For example, it is well established that responses of the auditory cortex to an acoustic stimulus rapidly develop plasticity during associative learning when that sound acquires signal value, as indexed by the development of behavioral CRs (reviewed in Weinberger & Diamond, 1987) . However, increased response to the CS could be due either to a general increased excitability to acoustic stimuli or to a This research was supported by Office of Naval Research Contract N00014-84-K-0391 to Norman M. Weinberger and an unrestricted award from the Monsanto Company. Jean-Marc Edeline was supported in part by the Philippe Foundation and by a Lavoisier fellowship from the French Ministtre des Relations Exttrieurs.
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Correspondence concerning this article should be addressed to Norman M. Weinberger, Center for the Neurobiology of Learning and Memory, Bonney Center, University of California, Irvine, California 92717. specific facilitation of processing the CS. This issue can be resolved by testing responses to many acoustic stimuli (e.g., different frequencies) before and after conditioning. The general process hypothesis predicts, for example, increased response to many or all frequencies, including the frequency used for the CS. On the contrary, the processing-specificity hypothesis predicts, for example, an increased response to the CS frequency and significantly less or no increased responses to non-CS frequencies.
A test of these alternatives was reported by Weinberger (1986, 1989 ) who determined frequency receptive fields (RFs) of single neurons in fields All and VE of the auditory cortex of the cat. They found strong support for the processing-specificity hypothesis. Similar findings have been reported for the primary auditory cortex of the guinea pig (Bakin, Condon, & Weinberger, 1988; Bakin & Weinberger, in press ).
That CS-specific associative RF plasticity occurs in the auditory cortex raises several issues, including the possible involvement of the medial geniculate body (MGB), the thalamic source of acoustic projections to the auditory cortex. Thus, it seems important to determine how the auditory thalamus reacts as a result of associative conditioning. The MGB consists of three major sections, the ventral, medial (magnocellular), and dorsal divisions, each with somewhat distinct anatomical and physiological characteristics; these are considered in more detail in the Discussion. In this article, we report on the first study of the effects of classical conditioning on the RFs of neurons in the thalamic auditory system, specifically in the dorsal division of the MGB, including the dorsal (MGd) and the suprageniculate (Sg) nuclei.
Materials and Method

Subjects and Surgical Preparation
Adult male Hartley guinea pigs (n = 29) that weighed 350--410 g at the time of surgery were used as subjects. They were housed with continual access to food and water in groups of 2 or 3 in standard guinea pig cages (39 x 60 × 48 era) in a temperature-controlled vivarium on a 12:12-hr light-dark cycle. Animals were trained during the light cycle. At least 7 days before the first training session, surgery was conducted under pentobarbital-neuroleptic anaesthesia (0.02 mg/kg atropine, followed 15 min later by 8 mg/kg diazepam and 20 mg/kg Nembutal, ip; see Evans, 1979) . Standard stereotaxic procedures were used to chronically implant bundles of 3-6 tefloncoated microelectrodes (50-urn tungsten, spaced 200-300 um apart, 0.5-1 Mfl at 1000 kHz) bilaterally in MGB nuclei under electrophysiological control. Cellular responses to pure-tone stimuli were used to ensure the correct position of the electrodes in the auditory thalamus. The electrodes were fixed with dental cement, and two cylindrical threaded tubes were included in the pedestal to allow atraumatic stabilization of the animal's head during subsequent training sessions. Local antibiotics (Panalog, neomycin sulfate, Solvay Veterinary, Inc., Princeton, N J) were applied to exposed skin surfaces. The animals recovered in an incubator and were then returned to their home cages.
General Procedure
Twenty-four hours after surgery, the animals were adapted to restrained conditions in an acoustically isolated chamber (IAC, Inc., Bronx, NY, Model 1202). The animals were placed in a hammock, and the pedestal was fastened to a holder to maintain a constant distance between the animal's head and a speaker (Aiwa, Los Angeles, CA). Adaptation was performed on 4 consecutive days (3-4 hr/day) during which the heart rate was monitored to determine the level of behavioral adaptation to restrained conditions. Heart rate, generally high at the start of the first adaptation session, progressively decreased and stabilized within and between days to 300--360 beats per minute across animals. Special care was taken to avoid discomfort that could also induce heart rate instability and prevent the observation of conditioned responses. The paws were allowed to rest on the table top, and the head was maintained in a position in relation to the body that approximated normal posture during quiet resting in the home cage.
On the day of training, RFs were determined before sensitization, immediately after conditioning, and 1 hr after conditioning. All tones were delivered contralateraUy to the recording site via a calibrated system previously described . The speaker was connected to the ear canal via a short length of polyethelene tubing (l-cm diameter). Sound pressure levels were calibrated at the entrance to the ear canal (Suga & Manabe, 1982) , and because the system could not be completely sealed in a waking animal, stimulus levels were probably lower at the tympanic membrane. Leakage to the contralateral ear resulted in ipsilateral levels 50-60 dB below the level of the contralateral ear.
The RFs were determined by presenting sequences of 8-15 frequencies in a pseudorandom order. A Hewlett-Packard (Palo Alto, CA) attenuator (Model 350D) was used to adjust the intensity to deliver isointensity tones across the frequency range used. RFs were determined at three to six intensities between threshold and the CS intensity in 10-dB steps. Each tone (50 ms) was repeated 10 times with an interstimulus interval of approximately 1 s.
Experimental Protocol
The traitaing session began immediately after the pretraining (PRE) RF determinations by institution of the sensitization phase during which 10 CS and 10 US presentations were given in a pseudorandom order. The density of stimuli was the same as during the conditioning phase (mean intertrial interval [ITI] = 2 rain; range = 1-3 min). The CS was one of the frequencies used to determine the RF and was chosen to never elicit the strongest cellular response; that is, it was not the best frequency (BF). The CS duration was 6 s (70-80 dB). The US, provided by a Grass Model $88 (Grass Instruments Co., Quincy, MA) stimulator and isolation unit (60 Hz, 5.0 ms, 250-ms train), was delivered to both hind paws by foil cuff electrodes. Intensity was adjusted individually for each animal (0.5-1.5 mA) to elicit withdrawal reflex of the hindlimbs and heart rate deceleration as the unconditioned response 0dR). Conditioning was initiated just after the last sensitization trial by pairing the CS and US (US started at CS offset) for 30 trials (mean ITI = 2 min; range = 1-3 min). The RF was checked both immediately after conditioning (POST), and 1 hr after conditioning (IHP) by using the same order presentation of frequencies used for the PRE RF determinations. For 11 animals, a second training session was run after 2 or 3 days of readaptation to restrained conditions. In all of these cases, a different CS frequency was used at this second training session.
A group of 4 naive animals underwent a sensitization paradigm (Sens group) during which 40 CS and 40 US trials were given in a pseudorandom order (explicitly unpaired presentations, mean ITI = 2 rain). For these animals, the heart rate responses to the CS and US presentations were analyzed identically to those for the conditioned animals.
Analysis of Behavioral Data
The electrocardiogram, recorded by two thoracic metal clips placed at the time of surgery, was amplified (80-400 Hz; Tektronix, Beaverton, OR, Model FM 122), displayed on an oscilloscope and sent into a voltage window discriminator. The output pulses coinciding with the R-waves were sent both to a polygraph (Grass Model 7) and to three digital counters (Coulbourn Instruments, Inc., Lehigh Valley, PA, Model R 11-45). During training these counters indicated for each trial the number of beats during the 5-s pretone, the last 5 s of tone, and 5 s after US offset (skip I s to avoid the US artifact). The difference between the number of beats observed during the tone and the number of beats during the pretone period, as well as the difference between the number of beats observed post-US and pretone, were computed for each trial to obtain, respectively, the cardiac CR and the cardiac UR.
Neuronal Recording and Data Analysis
Single unit or cluster discharges, amplified by a Microprobe amplifier Coandpass = 0.3-3 kHz; gain = 1000; Microprobe, Inc., Clarksburg, MD, Model ADS-I) and displayed on an oscilloscope, were sent into a voltage window discriminator to select the largest spikes (signal-noise ratio = 3:1). The output pulses were used by a microcomputer to build on-line rasters and histograms for each frequency at each intensity. Two channels of activity were occasionally recorded simultaneously (four sessions). For each neuronal recording, a temporal window for the tone-evoked responses was selected (either 0-25 ms for an "on" response or all 50-ms of tone presentation for a sustained response) and kept the same to analyze the PRE, POST, and 1HP RFs. To rule out spurious changes in response to tones caused simply by changes in spontaneous activity, evoked discharge was calculated by subtracting background firing during the 100-200 ms immediately preceding each tone from the number of spikes during that tone, for each selected temporal window. The RF was quantified as the average evoked discharge for each frequency across the frequency range studied. The effects of training were determined by subtracting the PRE RF from the POST and the 1HP RFs. The resultant data are hereafter called RF difference functions.
To permit comparisons among cells, each RF difference function was normalized by dividing each difference score by the absolute value of the difference score of the tone exhibiting the greater change from pretraining and multiplied by 100. Thus, the normalized difference functions comprised values (between -100 and 100) determined by applying the following formula to each tone response in the RF: [X,/I YI) x 100], where X, is the difference score for the n 'h tone of the RF and I YI is the absolute value of the maximum difference score in the RF. Examination of the difference functions led us to classify the neuronal recordings into categories by using criteria described in the Results.
To provide a group RF difference function that illustrates maximum effects, the largest effect across intensity was selected for each recording site, and they were averaged. For each recording, the CS frequency was taken as reference, and the distance between the CS frequency and all other frequencies was expressed in fractions of an octave.
Statistical analyses were based on all the data obtained from each recording site for the intensities studied. These data were used to compare the different types of effects observed and the difference within an effect over time (i.e., POST and IHP) for three parameters of RF changes: (a) the magnitude of changes at the CS frequency, (b) the bandwidth of the effects, and (c) the difference between the percentage of change at the CS frequency and at the BF (called the
CS-BF difference).
Histology
After the last recording session, the animals were given an overdose of Nembutal (sodium pentobarbital), and small electrolytic lesions were made by passing anodal current (100 uA, 1-2 s) through the electrodes. The animals were perfused intracardiaUy with 0.9% saline, which was followed by 10% formalin. The brain was then removed and stored first in 10% formalin, then in 30% sucrose in 10% formalin for cryoprotection. Frozen serial sections (40 urn) were taken and stained with cresyl violet. Anatomical determination of electrode locations was achieved using the nomenclature described by Wirier (1985) .
Results
The findings presented in this article were obtained from 29 animals that were trained in 40 sessions (36 conditioning, 4 sensitization), which yielded data from 44 recording sites and a total of 139 RF difference functions immediately after conditioning (Table 1) . ~ Examination of the neuronal data led us to classify the RF modifications into three main categories using criteria defined in Neuronal Data. These categories are (a) CS frequency-specific changes (CS-FS), (b) general changes (Gen), and (c) random changes (Rand) . As a consequence, we have divided the behavioral results according to these categories to determine whether the neuronal changes observed after conditioning were related to associative learning measured by conditioned cardiac deceleration (bradycardia).
Behavioral Data
Conditioning
At the beginning of the sensitization phase, the CS induced decreases of heart rate in all animals. This aspect of the orienting reflex occurred mainly on the first 2 trials, decreas- ing thereafter until no responses occurred by the end of the sensitization phase. In all animals, the US produced consistent heart rate decreases throughout the session. As early as the first 5-trial block of conditioning, the CS produced a decrease of heart rate in all conditioned animals regardless of type of neuronal change (i.e., CS-FS, Gen, or Rand). The heart rate conditioned response attained asymptote between trials 10 and 20 and was maintained to the end of training for all three groups (Figure 1 ). An analysis of variance revealed that, compared with the last 5-trial block of sensitization, the decrease of heart rate was significant at the first 5-trial block of conditioning, F(I, 35) = 38.44, p < .01). There was no difference among the three groups (F < 1) and no interactions between these groups and blocks of trials (F < 1), indicating that the behavioral conditioning did not differ among the three groups having different neuronal effects.
Sensitization
Presentation of the US also produced consistent cardiac decelerative URs for the animals exposed to the sensitization paradigm (i.e., Sens group). Like the conditioned animals, CS presentations induced slight bradycardia during the first few trials and no effects by the end of the 10 sensitization trials. However, as the sensitization phase continued, bradycardia did not develop, but there was some slight acceleration for some trial blocks (see Figure 1 ). Statistical analysis of the 5-trial block data did not reveal any effects of the trials,/7(1, 7) = 1.064, ns. Comparison of the conditioning and Sens groups was statistically significant, F(1, 38) = 25.36, p < .0001, and there was a significant interaction between groups and trials, F(7, 266) = 8.011, p < .0001. Thus, unlike the conditioning paradigm, the sensitization paradigm did not support the development and maintenance ofbradycardia to the CS.
Heart Rate During RF Determination
As explained in Materials and Method, many differences exist between the tones used during RF determination and the CS used during training. First, the CS used for conditioning lasted 6 s, whereas the tones delivered during RF determination lasted 50 ms. Second, during conditioning the tone used as the CS was presented either alone (sensitization) or alone followed by the US (conditioning), whereas during RF determination the CS frequency was presented in a group of tone bursts spaced by about 1 s with changes of intensity, frequency, or both every 10 tones.
The animals were behaviorally quiet during the PRE, POST, and IHP RF determinations. The baseline heart rate remained stable, generally at the same level as at the end of conditioning. Probably, by virtue of the differences in the tones presentations between the RF determination and conditioning (or sensitization), there were no cardiac responses to tones, including the frequency that had been used as the CS. This absence of behavioral response during RF measures after conditioning has been reported previously for the pupillary dilation response in the cat .
Neuronal Data
Previous studies reported that many neurons in the dorsal division have very long latency responses (> 100 ms), are weakly responsive to pure tone presentations, or both (Calford, 1983; Calford & Aitkin, 1983) , which was not totally confirmed in a later study (Morel, RouiUer, DeRibeaupierre, & DeRibeaupierre, 1987) . Such neurons were probably not recorded in the present study because auditory responses with an onset latency of less than 20-30 ms were clearly observed during the RF determinations.
Effects Induced by the Conditioning Paradigm
Data that were obtained during conditioning were derived from 38 recording sites (clusters, n = 31; single units, n = 7) and obtained from 25 animals during 36 training sessions. Because the RFs were determined at several intensities, 105 RF difference functions (POST minus PRE RF) were obtained immediately after conditioning from all the intensities studied for each recording site ( Table 1) . As just indicated, the effects of training on RF were divided into three categories (CS-FS, Gen, or Rand). We used three stringent criteria, all of which had to be met, for classifying an effect as CS-FS. (a) The largest change in the RF (increase or decrease) had to be at the CS frequency. (b) For this same RF, the change at the CS frequency had to be at least 50% greater than the change at the pretraining BF. This criterion would eliminate general increases across the RF in which the change at the CS frequency happened to be slightly larger than the change at the prepotent frequency (i.e., the BF). (c) The changes occurring at the CS had to have a highly restricted bandwidth; specifically, they could not extend more than +0.25 octave around the CS. This eliminated potential effects of a general change in the RF that happened to be centered on the frequency of the conditioned stimulus. If one or more of these criteria were not met, the findings were classified as either Gen or Rand. These were further differentiated by noting the average of the differences across frequency; Gen effects had consistent increases or decreases across frequency, whereas Rand changes (i.e., lack of effect on the RF) exhibited increases and decreases at adjacent frequencies across the tuning function.
CS-FS effects were found in 21 of 38 (55%) of the neuronal recording sites (16 increased, 5 decreased) and in 41 of 105 (39%) of the RF difference functions. Gen changes (12 of 38 recordings; 8 increased, 4 decreased) and Rand effects (5 of 38 recordings) were also observed. The following presentation will focus on the CS-FS increases that represent the dominant effects (16 of 38, 42%) of the findings. The present article reports the effects of training on frequency RFs and does not include data collected during sensitization and conditioning trials, which will be considered separately (see , for a detailed comparison of trial and RF data). 
CS-FS Increases
POST. In 16 of 21 (76°/0) of frequency-specific effects, pairing the CS with the US induced a CS-FS increase. Although this could have occurred simply by increased response at the CS frequency without changes at other frequencies, in fact this was never observed. Rather, increases to the CS frequency were accompanied by decreased responses to other frequencies. Most often (n --11) the increased response to the CS frequency occurred with a decreased response to the PRE BF that was suificient to produce a shift in the RF such that the CS frequency became the new BF. ( symmetrical around the BF of 10.0 kHz (Figure 3 ). The CS was selected to be 9.0 kHz. After conditioning, during which the subject developed conditioned bradycardia (which was found in all conditioned animals), the RF was shifted such that the CS frequency became the new BF. The difference between POST and PRE RFs shows that this shift was due to both an increase at the CS frequency and a large ldecrease of the responses for the frequencies higher than the CS, including the BF (Figure 3 ). Conditioning also produced shifts in the RF to the CS frequency in which there was no change in response to the PRE BF (n = 5). Further, such a shift could develop regardless frequency became the new BF of the cell, and the difference curve [bottom] shows that this effect is due to a strong increase of response at the CS frequency, whereas the BF remains unaffected, bw = bandwidth of the CS-frequency specific increase centered on 0.375 octave.) of the type of PRE tuning curve (simple or multipeaked), the frequency range of response (narrow or broad), or whether the recording was from a cluster or from a single cell. For example, Figure 4 shows data for a multipeaked tuning curve generated by a single neuron in the Sg for which the PRE BF was 17.0 kHz and for which responses were observed across a wide range of frequencies (15.0-30.0 kHz). Immediately after conditioning (Figures 4 and 5) , the CS has become the new BF, and the difference curve ( Figure 5 ) between PRE and POST RFs reveals that this was due to a strong increased response at the CS, whereas the response to the PRE BF was unchanged. Note. CS-FS = conditioned stimulus frequency specific; Gen = general; Sens = sensitization. aEffects are for immediately postconditioning data (mean + SE). bWhen a recording site was classified as CS-FS, all RF difference functions obtained from it were incorporated in the CS-FS group, ct Tests: These comparisons refer to effects across all RF difference functions, dAbsolute magnitude.
Conditioning produced a considerable increase at the CS frequency: The mean for the maximal effects (see Materials and Method for definition) was 77%, and responses to the PRE BF decreased an average of 46%, resulting in an average CS-BF difference Of 123%. The bandwidth of the increase centered on the CS frequency was 0.42 octave. The same types of effects were evident when pooling all the RF difference functions obtained from all of the intensities studied within each recording site (Table 2) . Statistical comparisons between groups (CS-FS, Gen, and Sens) based on these pooled data are summarized in Table 2 and will be discussed later.
Group RF data for the 16 CS-FS increases (9 MGd, 7 Sg) are presented in Figure 6A . The average of the normalized difference curves (see Materials and Method) reveals the high degree of selectivity of the changes; RF plasticity produced increased response to the CS frequency and decreased response to frequencies as near as 0.125 octave, on the average. Note also the general side-band suppression for frequencies higher than the frequency of the CS.
1HP. In 10 of the 16 CS-FS increases, recordings were also obtained 1 hr later. In all 10 of these, CS-FS increases were maintained. Figures 7 and 8 show data for a cluster that had a sustained response to tone (Figure 7 ) with a shift of tuning from the PRE BF (12.0 kHz) to the CS frequency (10.0 kHz). The difference function shows that virtually the only increase in response was at the frequency of the CS, whereas other frequencies exhibited decreased response, the largest being at the PRE BF (Figure 8) .
In addition to the maintenance of CS-FS RF plasticity, there was clear evidence of continued development of "retuning" during the 1-hr period between the first and second POST RF determinations. Thus, in 5 of the 10 cases recorded 1 hr after conditioning, the effects were more selective around the CS frequency (i.e., the bandwidth of increases around the CS frequency was reduced). conditioning (Figures 9 and 10 ). Difference functions show that the bandwidth of the increase at the CS frequency decreased from immediately after conditioning to 1 hr later: 0.313-0.175 octaves (Figure 10) . Further, over time there was continued development of both the magnitude of increase at the CS frequency and the difference in change between responses to the CS frequency and to the PRE BF. As an example, RFs are presented in Figure 11 for a cluster recorded in the MGd. The magnitude of the increase at the CS frequency was 25.2 spikes/s immediately after conditioning and 47.8 spikes/s 1 hr later. The CS--BF difference increased from 40.2 spikes/s immediately after conditioning to 80.5 spikes/s 1 hr later ( Figure 11B ). For this recording, the continued development of RF plasticity is summarized in Figure 11C .
From these 10 recordings, 33 of 41 difference curves showed an increase at the CS frequency both immediately and 1 hr after conditioning. The analyses (paired t tests) performed on these 33 difference curves revealed that the increases at the CS frequency were significantly larger 1 hr after conditioning (58% vs. 77%), t(32) = 2.82, p < .008. Further, the difference between the percentage of change at the CS and the percentage of change at the PRE BF was greater (85% vs. 117%), t(32) = 3.28, p < .003. The bandwidth was smaller but not significantly different (0.36 vs. 0.31 octave), t(32) = 1.5, p = .143).
The average of the l 0 normalized difference curves showing the maximum effects obtained 1 hr after conditioning shows ( Figure 6B ) both the persistence and the sharpening with time of the increase around the CS frequency. The increases at the CS frequency was reduced from 0.125 octave to 0.0625 octave. Further, Figure 6B reveals that side-band suppression developed over time. Decreased responses were limited to higher frequencies immediately after conditioning but were also observed at lower frequencies 1 hr later (compare Figures 6A and 6B ). Taken together, these data indicate that not only are the effects still present 1 hr after conditioning but that they are stronger (i.e., more selective and greater in magnitude). Thus, it seems that the CS-US pairing had triggered a dynamic process that retunes across time the RF with respect to the CS frequency.
Effect of stimulus intensity. RF difference functions were obtained at several intensities for each recording site. Because the criteria for classification of results as CS-FS increases could be satisfied if the effects appeared at only one intensity for a recording site, the question arises as to whether CS-FS increases were found at more than one intensity within a site. A total of 56 RF difference functions were obtained from the 16 sites that met the criteria for a CS-FS increase. Analysis of the data revealed that a total of 31 functions (55%) met all three criteria. Therefore, within a given site, CS-FS increases were generally found at more than one intensity.
In view of the fact that CS-FS increases were obtained at more than one intensity level, it was possible to ask whether there was any relationship between stimulus intensity and the expression of CS-FS increases. Three parameters were studied as a function of intensity: (a) the probability of observing a frequency-specific increase, (b) the magnitude of the increased response at the CS frequency, and (c) the bandwidth of the effects.
Probability. Across intensity, there were 56 difference curves immediately after conditioning (from the 16 recording sites classified as CS-FS increases and 41 1 hr later (from 10 recording sites). As shown Figure 12A , both immediately and 1 hr after conditioning, the probability of the effects increased with increasing intensities. For example, immediately after conditioning, 21 of 34 (62%) of the isointensity curves obtained at 60 dB and above exhibited frequencyspecific effects, whereas only 10 of 22 (45%) of the curves obtained at 50 dB and below showed such effects. This relationship was statistically significant 1 hr after conditioning (POST: X 2 = 5.9, dr= 4, p < .28; 1HP: x 2 = 12.53, df= 5, p < .02). Figure 12B , the amount of increase at the CS frequency depended on intensity: The largest changes were found at 80 dB, and the smallest changes were found at 30 dB, both immediately and 1 hr after conditioning. [bottom] shows that this is the consequence of both an increased response at the CS frequency and decreased responses to lower and higher frequencies, especially at the previous BF. bw = bandwidth of the frequency-specific increase centered on 0.313 octave.)
Magnitude. As shown in
Pre & 1 Hour Post Receptive Field
This effect was statistically significant across the range of intensities used (Kruskal-Wallis test), POST: H = 7.541, df = 4, p < .004; IHP: H = 12.481, dr= 4, p < .003.
Frequency selectivity. The effects of intensity on the bandwidth of the increase around the CS frequency were determined by measuring the bandwidth at the bottom of the peak of the CS-FS increases on the RF difference curves for every difference function that met the criteria for a frequency-specific change ( Figure 12C ). This analysis did not reveal a systematic effect of intensity either immediately (Kruskal-Wallis test, H = 1.105, dr= 4, ns) or 1 hr after conditioning (H = 1.329, df = 4, ns).
Thus, both the probability and magnitude of CS-FS plasticity increased as a function of stimulus intensity used for the determination of RFs, but frequency-selectivity of learning-induced retuning was not related to this variable. As already noted, only 55% of the RF difference functions met the three criteria defining a CS-FS increase. This value is now seen to be a consequence of the direct relationship between the stimulus intensity used to determine the RF and both the probability of obtaining and the magnitude of the CS-FS increases. It appears that the detection of CS-FS plasticity is optimum at higher rather than lower intensity levels.
Relationship of CS-FS RF plasticity to recording sites.
Based on anatomical work in the cat, rat, and oppossum (Morest & Winer, 1986; Winer, 1984 Winer, , 1985 Winer & Larue, 1987; Winer, Morest, & Diamond, 1988) , as well as in the guinea pig (Winer, personal communication, September 1989) , we have used the classical nomenclature to divide the dorsal division of the MGB into five main nuclei: deep dorsal, superficial dorsal, dorsal per se, ventrolateral, and suprageniculate (Sg). For purposes of analysis, the first four were pooled together as the "MGd" and compared with the Sg based on the existence of different (a) morphological types of cells, (b) cortical projections, and (c) midbrain inputs.
Twenty-eight electrode placements were in the MGd, whereas 10 placements were in the Sg nucleus ( Figure 13 ). As shown in Table 3 , the probability of obtaining a frequency-specific increase was greater in the Sg than in the MGd (7 of 10 vs. 9 of 28, respectively), but this failed to reach statistical significance (×2 = 2.90, df= 1, p < .08).
A comparison of the difference curves exhibiting frequen- This is a quantification of the recording presented in Figure 9 .) cy-specific increases shows that the magnitude of the increases at the CS frequency were larger in the Sg than in the MGd, and this did reach statistical significance 1 hr after conditioning (unpaired t test), POST: t(54) = 1.42, ns; 1HP: t(38) = 3.114,p < .005. As shown in Figure 14 , both immediately and one hr after conditioning, there was also a tendency for a greater selectivity around the CS frequency in the MGd compared with the Sg, POST: t(54) = 0.53, ns; IHP: t(38) = 1.38, ns, but this was not statistically significant. Note. CS-FS = conditioned stimulus frequency specific.
curred at the BF as well as at most of the other frequencies of the RF. As a consequence, the difference between the percentage of changes at the CS and the percentage of change at the BF was -141% (mean for the greatest effects; range = -135% to -145%), which indicates that these frequencyspecific decreases occurred with a concomittant increase at the PRE BF. A comparison with the CS-FS increases showed that these decreases around the CS frequency were broader than for the specific increases (unpaired t test), t(70) = 4.56, p < .001, two-tailed (Table 2 ).
Figure 12.
Relation between intensity and measures of conditioned stimulus (CS) frequency-specific (FS) increases. A: Increasing the intensity used to check the receptive field increased the probability of observing a CS FS increase, significantly 1 hr postconditioning [1HPo] . B: Larger increased responses to the CS frequency were observed at higher testing intensities and were significant for both immediately postconditioning [IPC] and 1HPo. C: There was no relationship between intensity and bandwidth of the increase. For panels A, B, and C, the numbers of difference curves were, respectively, from 80 to 30 dB: 8, 11, 15,' i 1, 9, and 2 for IPC and 5, 8, 10, 10, 6, and 2 for IPC.)
CS-FS Decreases
Five placements (4 MGd, 1 Sg) exhibited frequency-specific decreases at the CS frequency ( Figure 15A ). In these cases of specific decreases at the CS frequency, increases oc-
General Changes in RFs
Twelve of 38 recordings showed general increases (n = 8) or decreases (n = 4) in the Sg (n = 2) and M G d (n = 10). Figure 16 shows histograms for a cluster that exhibited a strong increase of response across the RF. Quantified tuning curves are given in Figure 17A . Note that, although the increase at the CS frequency was large, it was not the greatest increase, and that the bandwidth of the effect was greater than the criterion for a frequency-specific effect.
The group average (Figure 1713 ) for the general increases shows that these changes far exceed the + 0.25 octave criteria for CS-FS effects. The mean bandwidth of the general changes was 1.03 octaves (range = 0.625-4.18). Comparing the difference functions across intensity, the bandwidth of these general increases was significantly larger than for the CS-FS effects (1.22 vs. 0.45 octave), t(75) = 4.123, p < .0001, whereas the increases at the CS frequency were significantly smaller than for the CS-FS increases (25% vs. 61%), t(75) = 4.269, p < .0001. Furthermore, in opposition to the CS-FS increases, the responses at the PRE BF increased, and in fact, they increased more than those responses at the CS frequency. This leads to an observed average difference of -18% (range = -1 4 % to -8 7 % ) between the percentage of change at the CS and the percentage of change at the BF (Table 2 ).
In the four cases of general decreases (Fig 15B) , the difference between the percentage of changes at the CS and at the BF averaged 12%, which means that for these recordings, the BF decreased more than the CS, in opposition to the CSspecific decreases for which the CS decreased while the BF increased. For these too, the comparisons of the difference curves that showed effects confirmed that these general de- 
Random Changes in the RF
Five recordings were classified as random because these cases neither reached the criteria to be classified as CS-FS 
Immediately Post Conditioning
18A-I 8C). For these six recordings, the percentage of change at the CS frequency averaged 18% (range = 1-61%; Table   2 ).
Group data are given in Figure 18D . These general increases showed several common features with the general nor exhibited general increases or decreases of response across the RF. The average of these five cases failed to reveal any type of systematic effects ( Figure 15C ).
Effects Induced by the Sensitization Paradigm
Six recording sites were in the MGB dorsal division (3 MGd, 3 Sg) in the 4 animals exposed to the sensitization paradigm. No difference curve, at any intensity, met the criteria for a frequency-specific effect, either immediately after conditioning (n = 34) or 1 hr later (n = 34). Thus, 68 difference curves obtained during the sensitization paradigm failed to exhibit a CS-FS effect. However, all six recordings showed general increases of responses across the RF (Figures increases observed after conditioning. First, the bandwidth of the increase around the CS frequency was also more than 1 octave. Second, there was no side-band suppression of the responses around the CS frequency. Third, the mean difference between the percentage of change at the CS and at the BF was -16%, which means that the BF showed a bigger increase than did the CS frequency (Table 2) . Statistical comparisons (unpaired t tests) of the RF difference curves obtained across intensity confirmed that the percentage of increase at the CS, the bandwidth, and the CS-BF difference were all significantly different from the CS-FS increases immediately, ts(88) = 6.27, 5.11,9.28, respectively, ps < .0001, and 1 hr after conditioning, ts(73) = 5.21, 4.28, and 8.62, respectively, ps < .001. However, there was no difference from the general increases observed after conditioning (t < 1 for the three parameters studied; Table 2 ). Like the CS-FS increases, the sensitization effects lasted over time ( Figure 18D ). Unlike the CS-FS increases, the effects did not develop further during the l-hr retention period, as indicated by paired comparisons between POST and 1HP, t(66) < 1 for the CS increase, bandwidth, and the CS-BF difference.
Discussion
Overview of Findings
The major finding of this study is that CS-specific RF plasticity develops in the dorsal division of the MGB as a consequence of associative learning. This demonstrates that conditioning produces a subcortical adaptive filtering .
CS-FS effects were found in 21 of 38 (55%) of the recordings sites in the Sg and MGd. Stringent criteria were required to classify an RF change as CS-FS. For example, maximal change was required to be at the same frequency as that used as the CS during conditioning. Thus, maximal changes at small fractional octave distances from this frequency were excluded. This and other highly restrictive criteria (narrow bandwidth, large CS--BF difference) may have excluded effects that normally would be considered as frequency specific. Thus, the figure of 55% for CS-FS plasticity is not an overestimate and may well be somewhat of an underestimate of the probability of the effect.
CS-specific plasticity develops rapidly; it is evident after only 30 trials, the earliest time of testing. As behavioral evidence of association (conditioned bradycardia) was evident after only five trials of CS--US pairing, it is possible that CSspecific RF effects also develop as rapidly. Future studies should use many time samples of the RF to determine its temporal dynamics.
The dominant effect was an increased response to the CS with a decreased response to non-CS frequencies, particularly the PRE BF. These opposing changes were often sufficiently large such that the frequency of the CS became the new BF (i.e., the tuning curve was shifted to the CS frequency). RF plasticity exhibited a very high degree of frequency specificity; frequencies as close as 0.125 octave to the CS frequency developed decreased responses. The expression of this plasticity is an increasing function of the intensity used to determine RFs; both its probability of occurrence and magnitude of response increase are greater at higher than at lower intensities. Frequency-specific increases are not transient because they were evident after a 1-hr retention period. Moreover, this effect continued to develop after training, as indicated by increases both in frequency selectivity and CS-BF difference at the 1-hr retention test. For some recordings, frequency-specific decreased response to the CS developed, with increased response to non-CS frequencies, including the PRE BF. Although these effects tended to mirror CS-FS increases, the selectivity centered on the CS frequency was significantly broader for FS decreases than for FS increases.
General changes (increases and decreases) were also obtained in conditioned animals. These differed in a striking manner from FS increases and decreases. They did not appear to be "weak" versions of FS changes (e.g., maximal increase at the CS frequency with a bandwidth slightly too broad to meet the criterion). Rather, the average bandwidth was much larger than the criterion. Furthermore, the maximal change was not at the CS frequency. Finally, responses to the PRE BF changed in the same direction, as did responses to the CS frequency, rather than in opposite directions, as was the case for FS effects.
Of interest, the Sens control group developed general increases in their frequency RF. In no case (out of 68 RF difference functions) did recordings from these animals meet the criteria for CS-FS. Rather, data from these subjects resembled the general increases seen in a subset of the conditioned animals. For.example, in both groups, responses to the PRE BF increased, the effects were seen across the entire , which in two cases [A and C] were stronger than at the CS. D: Average of normalized receptive field differences for animals undergoing sensitization shows the broad, general increase observed both immediately and 1 hr after conditioning.) RF, and there was no special effect on the frequency of the CS (compare Figures 17B and 18D ). These characteristics of nonspecific increased response exemplify the usual conception of nonassociative sensitized effects. The similarity between the general increases seen in some conditioned animals and in all subjects in the Sens group is of interest. There is a dissociation between the behavior and neuronal plasticity; that is, general increases developed both in animals that acquired conditioned bradycardia and in animals that did not show behavioral signs of classical conditioning (i.e., the Sens group). This suggests that the development of a behaviorally indexed CS-US association may be necessary for CS-FS RF plasticity but is clearly not sufficient for such plasticity. This is not particularly surprising unless one assumes that brain structures that develop physiological plasticity (in this case, highly specific RF plasticity) are in a "series circuit" with the neural events that control the behavioral conditioned response currently being monitored by the experimenters. In fact, it is well documented tat the elicitation of a CR is only one aspect of the many associations acquired during classical conditioning and that the effects of conditioning can modify behavior at a later time (Dickinson, 1980; Mackintosh, 1983 Mackintosh, , 1985 Rescorla, 1985) . Therefore, many, if not most, brain systems that develop plasticity may be involved in processes unrelated to particular CRs elicited at that moment.
CS-FS RF Plasticity Indicates Associatively Induced Modification of Information Processing
Before concluding that CS-FS RF plasticity is due to associatively induced modification of information processing, it is necessary to consider alternative interpretations.
It could be argued that this RF plasticity was actually obtained by chance because a large number of tuning curves was determined, due to the fact that several intensities were used for each RF determination. However, the use of multiple observations cannot explain these findings for several reasons.
First, the probability of CS-FS plasticity was considerably greater than would be expected by chance. As noted in the Results, 41 of 105 (39%) of all of the RF difference functions met the criteria for this effect. Second, the probability of CS-FS increases was directly related to intensity; they were not randomly distributed across the data set. Third, the absence of CS-FS effects in the 68 RF difference functions obtained from the Sens group underscores the low probability of obtaining this type of plasticity by chance.
That FS plasticity developed in conditioned animals but not in animals in the Sens group demonstrates the associative nature of the finding. Nonetheless, it might be argued that increased responses to the CS frequency during RF determinations reflect conditioned increases in the state of arousal immediately preceding or during presentation of the CS frequency and that decreased responses to non-CS frequencies were due to decreased arousal when these stimuli were given. In short, this hypothesis argues that the RF difference functions reflect the state of arousal rather than associative modifications of the processing of frequency information. However, this cannot explain the findings, for several reasons.
First, there was no behavioral evidence of state changes. Specifically, there were neither tonic changes in heart rate nor cardiac responses to any tones during RF determinations, in contrast to bradycardia elicited by the CS during conditioning trials. The many differences between the training trials and the periods of RF measurement (e.g., duration, intensity and rate of presentation of tones, presence or absence of the US, etc.) appear to provide a sufficiently different context to preclude animals from treating the brief tone bursts at the CS frequency as the CS that signals the US. Diamond and Weinberger (1989) also failed to find any signs of arousal (tonic or phasic pupillary dilations) to tone stimuli during RF periods after conditioning in the cat. Second, the latency of evoked tuned discharges was generally 10--30 ms and in no case exceeded 50 ms, whereas the shortest latencies of electrophysiological arousal are greater than 100 ms (Weinberger & Lindsley, 1964) . Third, arousal preceding tone presentations would be expected to affect background (pretone) discharges. However, there was no consistent relationship between background activity preceding the CS frequency or any other frequency (e.g., Figures 2, 4, 7, and 9) .
Effects of Tonal Intensity During RF Determination
There was a direct relationship between the tonal intensity used to determine RFs and both the probability and magnitude of obtaining CS-FS increases. This intensity relationship might be due to the fact that the conditioning trials also used higher intensities. Thus, the expression of plasticity in the RFs might depend on using the same or similar stimulus intensities as those used in training. The expression of FS plasticity could alternatively be greater at higher intensities regardless of the CS intensity. Resolution of this issue can be accomplished in the future by using a counterbalanced design with high and low intensities used for training and RF measurements.
The intensity relationship found in this study may indicate that the expression of plasticity could be easier to detect using higher intensities because of presumptive synaptic plasticity initiated during conditioning trials. Thus, even if the anatomical network remains the same, the functional network within which a target cell is embedded probably depends on stimulus intensity; normative intensity functions indicate that higher intensities produce stronger excitatory drive (e.g., Phillips & Kelly, 1989) . During conditioning with, for example, a 70-dB stimulus, a considerable proportion of synapses "carrying" CS information could be strengthened in the large population of synapses activated by a 70-db stimulus. However, RF determination with a weak (e.g., 40-db) tone would engage only a subpopulation of the changed synapses. Hence, the weaker stimulus might not provide sufficiently strong synaptic drive to be revealed as an increased response to the CS frequency.
Relationship to Previous Studies
There are two previous studies of learning-induced RF plasticity, both of which found CS-FS plasticity. Weinberger (1986, 1989) reported CS-specific effects for single neurons in the secondary (AID and ventral ectosylvian (VE) auditory cortical fields in the cat. Both FS increases and decreases were reported, and they were maximal at the frequency of the CS. Also, this plasticity was maintained during the 30--40-min retention period. They also reported a minority of neurons with general changes. The present study has obtained essentially the same results and performed more detailed analyses that revealed CS--BF differences and sideband effects: suppression for the CS-FS increases and facilitation for the CS-FS decreases. The previous report also demonstrated reversal of neuronal CS-FS effects after behavioral extinction; this remains to be done for the MGB.
Of interest, cortical fields AII and VE are nonprimary areas that receive most of their ascending input from the dorsal division of the MGB (Andersen, Knight, & Merzenich, 1980; Niimi & Matsuoka, 1979; Raczkowski, Diamond, &Winer, 1976; Winer, Diamond, & Raczkowski, 1977) . Therefore, the great degree of similarity between the present findings and the previous cortical findings suggests that this tbalamocortical system is tightly coupled functionally during learning. Although there is a temptation to assume that the cortical effects are "projected" from the dorsal MGB, this is definitely not warranted at present. In addition to the fact that the cortical and thalamic findings have been obtained in different orders of mammals, the cortical targets of the dorsal division project to this nucleus (Winer, 1988; Winer & Larue, 1987) . This reciprocal connectivity does not allow any conclusion regarding the source of RF plasticity in either the auditory cortex or the dorsal MGB. Also, midbrain projections from the external, pericentral, and dorsocaudal nuclei of the inferior colliculus, the lateral tegmental system, and the deep layers of the superior colliculus (Calford & Aitkins 1983; Kudo & Niimi, 1980; Morest, 1965; Morest &Winer, 1986) to the dorsal division need to be studied because these could contribute to the adaptive filtering induced by learning in the thalamocortical auditory subsystem presently under discussion.
CS-specific RF plasticity has also been reported in the primary auditory cortex of the guinea pig during classical conditioning (Bakin & Weinberger, in press; Bakin et al., 1988) . These researchers found CS-FS increased response but no decreases in conditioned animals, a difference from the AII-VE and dorsal MGB findings. As in the present study, their increases at the CS frequency were accompanied by clear decreases at the PRE BF and at other frequencies, creating clear side-band suppression and often shifting tuning such that the CS became the BF. Other similarities with the present findings are a general increase in a minority of the conditioned animals and in all of the animals exposed to a sensitization paradigm.
At this time, studies of RF plasticity during associative learning are too few to draw many general conclusions. It does seem clear that CS-FS plasticity is characteristic oftonotopic and nontonotopic auditory cortical fields. In addition, this study demonstrates that such plasticity is not a property confined to the cortical level of the neuraxis but rather is also prominent in the auditory thalamus, specifically in the dorsal division of the MGB. Further experiments are required to determine whether CS-FS plasticity also develops either at lower levels of the auditory systems, in other subdivisions of the MGB, or both.
Possible Functions of Frequency-Specific RF Plasticity
The thalamocortical auditory system is comprised of three parallel subsystems: lemniscal, lemniscal-adjunct, and diffuse ("nonspecific"). The lemniscal component is tonotopically organized at both its thalamic and cortical levels and is comprised of the ventral MGB (MGv), cortical field AI, and the anterior auditory field (see Imig & Morel, 1988 , for review). The lemniscal-adjunct component is not tonotopic and consists of the dorsal MGB and nonprimary auditory cortical fields. The diffuse component projects from the medial (magnocellular) MGB (MGm) to upper lamina of all cortical fields (Mitani & Shimokouchi, 1985; Niimi, Ono, & Kusunose, 1984; Ryugo & Killackey, 1974 ). An understanding of the functions of the dorsal MGB, or of each of the other subsystems, must ultimately be made within the context of the entire thalamocortical auditory system. This must await future studies. However, because this study has established CS-FS RF plasticity in the dorsal division, some preliminary ideas about its functional role can be suggested.
To begin with, there is some reason to think that the three parallel subsystems have different functions (see Winer, 1985 Winer, , 1988 . Elsewhere, we have proposed different roles for the lemniscal and diffuse components. Specifically, RF plasticity in tonotopic auditory cortex is thought to be based on the convergence of(a) detailed nonplastic frequency information from the ventral MGB and (b) rapidly developing plastic influence from the medial MGB (plus a nonauditory neuromodulatory muscarinic input; Ashe & Weinberger, in press; Weinberger et al., 1990; Weinberger et al., in press ). Analysis of associative effects on RFs have not yet been accomplished in the MGv and the MGm; such data would greatly clarify their roles.
Because the MGm also projects to nonprimary fields, it probably interacts with the effects of the dorsal division on these same fields. Two levels of function may be in operation. At the thalamic level, the MGd may operate independently from the MGm and provide a subcortical "filter" that favors the frequency of the CS over other frequencies. Accordingly, its cortical projection fields are likely to receive frequency information that has been systematically biased by associative interactions with the acoustic environment. At the cortical level, RF plasticity in nonprimary fields may be involved in higher level functions, including perceptual constancy, selective attention (Weinberger & Diamond, 1987) , short-term memory (Sakurai, 1988) , integration of an acoustic "stream" over time (McKenna, Weinberger, & Diamond, 1989; Weinberger & Diamond, 1988) , and the abstraction of pitch information from frequency input (Pantev, Hoke, LtitkenhSner, & Lehnertz, 1989; Whitfield, 1985) .
Within the context of possible functions, it is important that RF plasticity that results from associative learning transcends the behavioral circumstances responsible for its establishment, as indicated here by retention in a nonconditioning context. This feature permits prior learning to selectively alter the processing of future stimuli, even when they occur in different situations. Thus, RF plasticity can be viewed as the most basic operation by which adaptive information processing can change the neuronal representation of a stimulus when its significance changes with learning.
